
We Need 'The Truth', Not Truth

Even before my formal training as a research scientist, I had a thirst for knowledge. I wanted to know as
much as I could about those things that were of interest to me. University provided the right environment
and I was able to act like a sponge and ‘soak’ up knowledge. My scientific quest for knowledge propelled
me into my thirst for spiritual knowledge where I’m functioning today. 

This  journey  was  punctuated  by  an  extensive  period  of  time  imbibing  religious  and  theological
knowledge which was fuelled by the biblical instruction to “know the truth”. My response was to do
masses of Bible study and book reading to gain as much relevant knowledge as I could. It was this ‘drive’
to know that brought me into confrontation with The Kingdom, something that I knew almost nothing
about.

Since that abrupt change in the right direction I have allowed my King to teach and train me. I still have a
thirst for knowledge, but this is being tempered by a desire for experience. Experiencing is important
because  knowledge can  be  wrong,  whereas  experience  is  reality.  Moving now experientially  and by
revelation, I am discovering new knowledge straight from Heaven, rather than from the minds of people.

One understanding I now have has transformed my understanding of what is ‘truth’. In the past I wanted
truth so I could be right and point out how wrong others were. This was what religion had done to my
thinking.

My recent revelation is:

 We need to know The Truth (the person) not gain truth (knowledge) 

“Truth is a person and when we engage the truth as a person, that truth will set us free. It will set us
free from lies, set us free from illusions, set us free from delusions.” 1

That statement of Mike Parsons’ brought it all together. It knitted together all I’d been thinking about the
truth for quite some time. Here’s how it went:

• I was taught that we have the mind of Christ.  I  knew that  wasn’t the case because of all the
aberrant behaviour I’d seen in my life and the lives of Christians. We wouldn't do what we do and
say what we say if we had the King’s mind.

• Paul  said  our  mind  needs  renewing.2 That’s  an  activity  in  the  present-continuous  tense.  It’s
something that’s going on, or needs to be going on. That means that we don’t have his mind by
default.

• I knew that Jesus stated that the truth would set people free.3 However, I  saw that studying the
Bible to get more truth only bound people up in legalism and religion. It didn’t bring them into
freedom.

• Jesus said we needed to know the truth so we could be free. Knowing more didn’t bring freedom –
not the type that I’d expected or which Paul said he had.

That’s where what Mike said made ‘the penny drop’. I needed to know The Truth (the person, Jesus the
Son)4 to be set free. 

1 – Mike Parsons ()  “Expanding our Reality – Intensive Introduction” [20:11-20:28]  www.youtube.com/watch?v=mpSvpX58fgI 
2 – Romans 12:2
3 – John 8:32
4 – John 14:6
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“Know” here is  ginōskō (γινώσκω) which includes in the meaning:5 feeling,  perceiving,  and intimate
acquaintance. This all fits in with a person who I have an intimate relationship with – King Jesus. He is
The Truth and he has the truth and he’s capable of setting us free from everything that binds us or holds us
back. I look to him for truth because truth is reality, not facts.

Remember, he said he came to set the captives free. That includes those who are under the law, religion,
legalism, some form of domination, mind-control, etc.

This all lines up with him telling me, at the time he told me to come out of the church system, that he’d be
my oversight. Since then he’s been teaching me and training me in truth – his truth, not theology. That’s
not only Kingdom knowledge, but knowledge that’s required to operate in the Kingdom.6 Also, heavenly
knowledge7 of the spirit realm that we need to know as sons.8
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5 – Strong's Definition: A prolonged form of a primary verb; to " know" (absolutely), in a great variety of applications and with many 
implications (as shown at left, with others not thus clearly expressed): - allow, be aware (of), feel, (have) known (-ledge), perceive, be 
resolved, can speak, be sure, understand.
6 – “You Will Know Those Things That Are Going To Take Place”
      canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/You-Will-Know-Those-Things-That-Are-Going-To-Take-Place.pdf 
7 – “Heaven is the Only Source of Pure Truth”
      canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Heaven-is-the-Only-Source-of-Pure-Truth.pdf 
8 – The ‘Secret’ Knowledge of the Kingdom
      canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/The-Secret-Knowledge-of-the-Kingdom.pdf 
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